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Power Packs Get A Makeover
At the onset of the new
school year, teachers as well as
students have a lot to learn –
not only about new routines,
courses and curriculums – but
about each other. Teachers learn
their students’ capabilities and
challenges: academic, social, and
personal, including challenges
at home.
One way that teachers
identify students at risk for not
getting enough food at home is
by observing their behavior in
the school cafeteria. “They will
be the ones always asking for
seconds at lunchtime, stuffing
food in their pockets for later,
or asking friends for the food
they are going to throw away,”
says Karen Hughes, Youth Center
Coordinator for Tichenor Middle
School in Erlanger.
“Then we’ll ask them, ‘Will a
weekly Power Pack help you?’”
Power Packs, a program of the
Freestore Foodbank, help bridge this
gap for low income children who may
not eat regularly at home. A Power
Pack contains kid-friendly, shelf-stable
food items that children take home
for the weekend. Partnering schools
identify the students who are most
at-risk for going hungry to participate.
The food items in Power Packs
have remained largely the same since
the program began almost ten years
ago. In 2013, the Freestore Foodbank
launched an initiative to re-evaluate
the food items and investigate new
ones that met stricter criteria for being
nutritious, minimally processed, and

Nutrition
Council, the
Freestore
Foodbank
selected a total
of 15 items for
the final Power
Pack mix, five
more than the
previous bag
contained.
William, a sixth-grader, shared
with Karen that the Power Packs
help his family of six save a little
money on the weekends, and
that the packs contain food items
that his family probably wouldn’t
normally buy.
Tichenor students participated
in the trial roll-out during the
spring of 2014. The items now
arrive packaged in plain medium-sized
brown paper bags, versus clear plastic
bags that were used previously. “There
is more anonymity with the paper
bags,” says Karen. “The kids aren’t so
self-conscious about carrying them
through the halls.”
“I used to have to remind some
of the kids to pick up their packs,”
says Karen. “Now they’re practically
beating down my door on Friday
afternoons. These new Power Packs
are a HUGE hit.” n

appealing to children. Using bags of
sample food donated by Kroger, school
children tried different products and
provided feedback. Additional wideranging product testing continued,
which included extensive sourcing,
taste testing and nutritional analysis
of many products.
Products that scored high in
nutrition and appeal included whole
grain cereals, Chef Boyardee entrees,
fruit-vegetable blend drinks, fortified
snack bars and sunflower seeds. Packets
of chicken salad with crackers, which
appealed to
adults, received
For more information about the Power
a solid thumbsdown from the
Pack program, please contact Telly McGaha,
student testers.
Development Officer, at (513) 482-7542 or
Working in
tmcgaha@freestorefoodbank.org.
collaboration
with the
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We provide food and services, create stability
and further self-reliance for people in crisis.
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Message from the President and CEO
Many young students look forward to seeing old friends, building new friendships
and creating new memories each school year. For many local families, however, the
start of school has a completely different meaning…..food assistance. For thousands of
local students and their families, free and reduced school meals and feeding programs
offer much needed relief from the constant worry of hunger.
According to Feeding America’s Map the Meal Gap study of hunger in our region,
1 in 5 children in our Tri-State area is at-risk of hunger. Breakfast and lunch programs
during the school day help alleviate childhood hunger and conserve resources for local
families, but they can’t fully support the healthy development of our local students.
To provide for the emergency food needs of local families, the Power Pack program
provides weekend bags of nutritious and filling meals to students in grades K-8.
As part of a larger initiative to help feed the nearly 100,000 hungry children in our
region, we developed the Power Pack program 10 years ago to provide critical food
assistance each weekend. Other essential efforts include hot after school meals through
Kids Cafe, holiday boxed meal distributions, and food distributions throughout the
year. 1 in 3 recipients of food distributions is children. In 2008, with the support of a
grant from Impact 100, the Power Pack program grew from serving 300 local children
each week to over 3,500. Today, the program serves more than 4,000 students each
week at 96 school sites across Ohio and Northern Kentucky as part of our efforts to
end childhood hunger. Just $5 can feed a child for an entire weekend and $200 can
provide essential food assistance for an entire school year.
If you feel passionate about giving to a program that truly supports the basic
needs of local children, please consider donating your time or financially supporting
this critical program. Additional details can be found at www.freestorefoodbank.org
under programs or by calling Telly McGaha our Development Officer at 513-482-7542.
Thank you to our amazing supporters who already do so much to ensure the health and
development of the students in our community. With your continued support, we will
reach a growing number of students to provide essential food
and additional supportive services to turn crisis into stability!
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Please call 513-482-7539 with any questions
or to change the frequency of your mailings
from the Freestore Foodbank.
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A Culture of Service
Samantha Caudill grew up in the seasoning industry – her
parents started the business and now, decades later, she is
working side by side with her father in sales. The fragrant
aroma of seasonings that permeates the entire facility in
Batavia is no longer even detectable to most of the small staff,
which has grown from just a handful of employees when the
company opened its doors more than 11 years ago.
Jeff and Shelly Higgins are
the owners of Savor Seasonings,
LLC, and very early on in their
business venture nurtured a
culture of service within their
organization. Their mission
statement makes this clear,
“Savor Seasonings is founded to
serve people and as such we place
the highest priority on ensuring
that our standards are not merely
written words but living actions.”
An internal Service Team was
established to focus on leading
projects that connected their
staff compassionately to people
in need in the community.
In the company’s earlier days
when there was downtime,
employees were given the option
to either take vacation time,
unpaid time off, or use
the opportunity to receive pay
while volunteeing for a local
non-profit. A number of
employees chose to serve at
the Freestore Foodbank’s
Customer Connection Center,
working in the Food Room
alongside clients who were
accessing the panty’s supply of emergency food.
“That experience provided a new perspective for me,”
Leslie Pope, Customer Service/Manufacturing Coordinator
said. “I saw people of all ages, from all walks of life. Any
stereotype image I might have had was gone.”

To host your own food drive, please contact
Bob Barnes at rbarnes@freestorefoodbank.org
or call (513)482-4517.
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The Service Team recently ran their most successful food
collection initiative yet, yielding nearly 600 total pounds
of food. “The HDTV (‘Hunger Doesn’t Take a Vacation’)
Summer Food Drive was designed to be fun and engaging,”
Leslie said. The company purchased a number of gift cards
from other known Freestore Foodbank supportive businesses
and the owners donated half days of vacation to create a
collection of appealing
raffle prizes.
“We recently learned that
the summer months are when
many pantry shelves go empty,
so we decided to run our food
drive earlier than usual, and
‘spice things up,’” Samantha
said (not realizing the pun).
For every donated item,
the employee received a
ticket to put in the bucket
item of their choice. ‘Theme
days’ are double-ticket days.
Macaroni Monday, Tuna
Tuesday, Whole Grain
Wednesday, Toddler Thursday,
and Fruit Friday resulted in
a total of nearly five barrels
of food– up from less than a
barrel in previous years.
“This effort is near and
dear to my heart,” Jeff said.
“For me, one of the greatest
gifts I’ve had in this life
is the joy of sharing
with others.” n

What Are Helpful Food Drive Items?

Desired Items: canned meat products
(tuna, chicken, ham, spaghetti with
meatballs, chili with meat and beans, beef
stew, beans and weiners, etc.), peanut
butter, canned vegetables and fruits,
canned soups, macaroni and cheese and
personal care items (soap, shampoo,
deodorant, toothpaste/brush, feminine
hygiene products, disposable diapers).
Please, no glass items.
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20 Ye a r s o f D u c k s . . .
A milestone year brought all the
more reason to celebrate the unofficial
close to summer with the 20th Annual
Rubber Duck Regatta. On Sunday,
August 31, a waterfall of thousands
upon thousands of rubber ducks took
the plunge from the Purple People
Bridge into the Ohio River as onlookers
cheered them to their finish. The event

raised $1 million, the equivalent of 3
million meals for children and families
in need of help in the Tri-State.
“The 18,000 ducks that raced that
very first year in 1995 are a far cry from
what the Rubber Duck Regatta has
evolved into today,” said Bob Edwards,
Rubber Duck Regatta Founder and
Chair. “Cincinnati is truly a giving

community and has helped to make
Rubber Duck Regatta the Freestore
Foodbank’s largest fundraising event.”
The winning quackers came with
some pretty nifty prizes. This year’s
first prize was a 2014 Honda Accord
Sport, courtesy of Greater Cincinnati/
Northern Kentucky Honda Dealers.
The second prize winner received a
year’s worth of groceries from Kroger

KICK OFF

and five additional winners got $500
cash each from KEMBA Credit Union.
The real winners are the children and
families that the Rubber Duck will help
to serve.
“As I watch the ducks swim each
year, I think of all the people who
helped make it possible and the number
of people we will be able to feed
because of their generosity.”

Our many thanks to our sponsors
along with the dozens of volunteers
who charitably donated their time and
energy to a variety of tasks: everything
from manning the phone lines at Duck
Central to bringing Rubber Duck
Regatta mascot Quacky to life. Twenty
years, nearly 26 million meals provided;
to all who have made it possible - we
thank you! n

QUACKY RACES

Herzog poses
with duck.

THANK YOU!
Presenting Sponsor

Live music
from the band
Frankly Speaking9 On Your Side’s Katherine Nero and Local 12’s Shelia Gray paint their best ducks with
Heinz Ketchup.

Fox 19’s Catherine Bodak and WLWT’s Randi Rico celebrate at the finish.

WEBN’s Shroom and RDR Founder Bob Edwards welcome the teams.

Child on bouncehouse.

REGATTA DAY
Quacky selects the
winning duck.

Cincinnati Wine Festival Logos
“Wine” PMS tones: Grapes, wine and lettering: 683; Outlines: 5815
“Grape” PMS tones: 249; Outlines: 381

Local 12’s Bob Herzog and Cincinnati Bengals
Vinny Rey Pull Raffle Winner.

Volunteers help
retrieve ducks.

Volunteers pose at shirt station.
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Feeding the Soul of the City
The next time you need to hire an experienced caterer – be it a
small business gathering or a large lavish wedding – you also have an
opportunity to impact your community. Cincinnati Cooks Catering has
been providing distinctive catered meals since 2006 using high quality
purchased food, all while generating much needed funds that support
programs and services of the Freestore Foodbank.
The full-service Cincinnati Cooks Catering enterprise began as a
natural outgrowth of the Freestore Foodbank Cincinnati COOKS!
culinary job training program, which has successfully graduated more
than 1,000 students since 2001. The ten-week free program is designed
to provide training for unemployed or under-employed adults to work
in the food service industry. Cincinnati Cooks Catering employs select
COOKS! graduates to begin their professional culinary career.
Pam Johnson, the sous chef at Cincinnati Cooks Catering, has
experienced the life-transforming power of the Cincinnati COOKS!
program first-hand. After working in the healthcare industry for 15 years
as a certified nursing assistant, Pam was ready for a career change. She
Pam Johnson (L) sous chef and Amy Heyd (R) Catering Specialist of Cincinnati Cooks Catering.
came across a Cincinnati COOKS! brochure and for someone who has
always loved to cook, she knew this was the right path. After she completed the program in 2010, Pam was hired to work
in the catering division. “Every day Pam comes in with a
big smile and an even bigger personality,” says Amy Heyd,
Cooks Catering Specialist. “She is a hard worker whose
passion for cooking shows in the food she prepares and the
exemplary customer service that she provides.”
Utilizing only fresh, local, and seasonal ingredients,
Cincinnati Cooks Catering prepares delicious food that
rivals the top caterers in Cincinnati. All of the profits
from the catering business funnel directly back into the
operations and many programs of the Freestore Foodbank.
Amy’s goal is to spread the word that a new corporate
catering menu has recently been released, offering
competitive pricing and more options. “We offer much
more than delicious food, and prompt, friendly service”
she says. “We provide an easy and impactful way for people invested in their city to contribute and nurture the community.”
	 Even on her off days, Pam can be found in the catering
kitchen. “We’re like a big family,” she says. “When I am here,
I am happy and excited to be contributing. The result of this
For more information or to hire
experience is that I found me – I found Pam. I feel like my life
Cincinnati Cooks Catering for your
has momentum and the best is yet to come.”
next
event,
call
(513)
651-0700
	 Looking for different ways to give back to the community
this season? Consider hiring Cincinnati Cooks Catering for
your holiday event! n
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Giving Back,
Have you heard
Getting Involved of the Tomorrow’s
Harvest Society?
Members of all levels of our Partners in Hope
Giving Societies and their families were recently
invited to our two summer Family Volunteer Days
at our community farm in Northern Kentucky,
The Giving Fields. We are grateful for all of the
wonderful supporters who took the time to come
serve their community.
The first Family Volunteer Day on June 21st
included planting in the raised beds and touring the
farm. Our raised beds allow us to not only cultivate
crops with less worry of weeds and pests, but also
serve as an educational tool for partner agencies
and clients on
how to produce
their own food
practically.
Our volunteers
were able to
help plant
produce that
went directly to
our Northern
Kentucky
partner
agencies.
The second
Family Volunteer Day on July 19th was filled with
an afternoon of harvesting beans and learning
about the farm. The Giving Fields relies on
volunteer support to be able to keep up with
the demands of farm operations. These volunteers
were able to play a vital role in ensuring that
Northern Kentucky families in need have
nutritious food they would otherwise be able
to access. n

If you are interested in learning more
about our Partners in Hope Giving
Societies, Family Volunteer Days, or how
you can get more involved, please feel
free to contact Mindy Hammer, Director
of Strategic Gifts and Donor Relations
at mhammer@freestorefoodbank.org
or 513-482-7099.
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We have created the Tomorrow’s Harvest Society as a means of
recognizing the generous individuals who have shared their intent to
include Freestore Foodbank in their estate plans. These individuals
have taken a stand against hunger for years to come by making a gift
through vehicles such as their will or
their insurance policy or retirement
plan. All members are recognized
through exclusive experiences
and opportunities hosted by the
Freestore Foodbank.
Please let us know if you have
already included the Freestore
Foodbank in your estate plans. We would love to welcome you as a
new member of the Tomorrow’s Harvest Society. n

For more information about including the Freestore
Foodbank in your estate plans or the Tomorrow’s
Harvest Society, please contact Mindy Hammer,
Director of Strategic Gifts and Donor Relations at
mhammer@freestorefoodbank.org or 513-482-7099

Remembering A Friend

We are deeply saddened
by the passing of our longtime
friend and supporter - Lois
Rosenthal. Lois and her husband
Richard have been partners of
the Freestore Foodbank for nearly
two decades and served on our
Board for 22 years combined. The
Rosenthals were instrumental in
launching the Rosenthal Fresh
Food Initiative in 1998, a program where grocery stores, restaurants
and retailers donate surplus and near sell by date food to the
Freestore Foodbank. The Rosenthals are supporters of our Cincinnati
COOKS! and Cincinnati Cooks Catering programs located in the
Rosenthal Community Kitchen. Also, they have recognized the
importance of ensuring that the impact of the Freestore Foodbank
continues into the future by supporting our Foundation’s Endowment
Fund. Lois and Dick had most recently become involved in our
benefits enrollment efforts to help children and families in need. We
are very grateful for the time, energy and resources that Lois invested
into the Freestore Foodbank. Her support will have a lasting impact
on our community for years to come. n
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How You Can Get Involved...
REGI STER
to Volunteer:

ns
Contact Tawanda Rolli
at (513) 482-7557 or
bank.org
trollins@freestorefood
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odbank.org
www.freestorefo

Schedule a tour!

Host a Food Drive

at your workplace, school, or
community center.
Call Bob Barnes at (513) 482-4517
or rbarnes@freestorefoodbank.org
to find out how!
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Contact Mindy Hammer
at (513) 482-7099.

Collect clothing
and household
goods to donate.

ped
Donations can be drop
off at our Customer
Connections Center at
112 E. Liberty St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202
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